WOW. WHO THOUGHT THAT GIVING WARREN A TEMPLATE LIKE THIS WAS A GOOD IDEA? STILL, HOPEFULLY Y’ALL ARE AWAKE NOW
THE IEPG IS AN INFORMAL GATHERING THAT MEETS ON THE SUNDAY PRIOR TO IETF MEETINGS. THE INTENDED THEME OF THESE MEETINGS IS ESSENTIALLY ONE OF OPERATIONAL RELEVANCE IN SOME FORM OR FASHION
AGENDA

- Deep Dive into EH on the Internet (35 min)
  This is 2 presentations for the price of one!
  - Deep Dive into EH on the Internet (15min)
  - IPv6 EH Traversal Edge measurements (15min)
- Network Operator Challenges in Collecting YANG Push Data - 20 min
- Another IPv6 EH measurement - 20 min
- Real-world DSCP Traversal Measurements - 20 min
- On measuring the use of DoH and DoT - 10 min